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Informantage II was independently developed by LIIAS over the last two

years. LIIAS is one of the most important Institutes of Informatics
in the USSR.

Its primary task is to develop and support PC

workstation strategy in the USSR.

LIIAS is also the primary technical

support organization for mainframe.installations in the Leningrad
region.
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The "hot key" switch between

languages

and documents is a tremendous innovation for these business users,
especially in Europe where trade and communication with the Soviet
Union is increasing dramatically".

PRICE, AVAILABILITY

Framework II and Informantage II will be available in January
from Ashton-Tate's authorized distributor, SFINCS in Leningrad, and
from Ashton-Tate
currency

subsidiaries

in Europe.
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or
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The first order for the bundled product is destined for Leningrad and
Ashton-Tate's first Russian distributor, SFINCS, who supplies software
packages to government and administrative groups in the Leningrad

region. It will be priced in local currency (Russian Roubles) for
soviet users.

Ashton-Tate markets best-selling business application software for
DOS, Macintosh
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and OS/2 environments.
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